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The Martian
Artist Liz Climo has charmed her fans with her comic world of whimsical animal characters, where
everyone from grizzly bears, dinosaurs, rabbits, and anteaters grapple with everyday life with wit and
humor. Through her comics, we discover that an armadillo can dress for Halloween, a dinosaur can be a
loving parent and a rhino can squeeze orange juice! This new collection features more than 100 of her
comics, starring her beloved characters in all kinds of funny situations, from celebrating holidays to
helping friends.
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We Flow Hard
With this talking collectible figure, Batman's arch nemesis and supervillain extraordinaire, the Joker, is
here! Kit includes: 3¿-inch The Joker bust mounted on a base, with 10 diabolical sound bites Phrases
include "Joker here!" "The Joke's on you, Batman!" "Life's a bowl of cherries, and this is the pits!" I'm
not mad at all, I'm justdifferently sane!", "Welcome to the madhouse, Batman!", and "Let's get this party
started -- with a bang!" The Joker: Behind the Smile, 48-page book of The Joker history, featuring fullcolor illustrations throughout

The Little World of Liz Climo
From the author of Just Breathe, Mallika Chopra, daughter of Deepak Chopra, comes a full-color guide
empowering kids ages 8-12 to problem solve, harness inner strength, and gain grit and emotional
awareness. Featuring full-color illustrations, Just Feel is an engaging and easy-to-read guide that
introduces kids to the building blocks of resilience and grit. The U.S. and other nations are quickly
becoming aware of the importance of children's ability to be independent and meet challenges head on;
parents are eager for resources that help kids learn how to navigate life on their own. Just Feel is one of
the very few books on social and emotional health that speaks directly to kids. Designed specifically
with kids ages 8-12 in mind, the book clearly addresses important topics such as flexibility,
responsibility, communication, creativity, and self-knowledge. Written by the respected writer and
wellness expert Mallika Chopra, Just Feel will effectively teach kids how they can balance their
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emotions and make positive choices for themselves.

The Unbearable Lightness of Being
This beautiful print book presents a new and fascinating way to experience the wonders of the solar
system. "Solar System" is something completely new under the sun. Never before have the wonders of
our solar system--all its planets, dwarf planets, the sun, moons, rocky Asteroid Belt, and icy Kuiper
Belt--been so immediately accessible to readers of all ages.

The Mammoth Book of Cover-Ups
Meet Messy M'Cheany--when it comes to a mess, this kid is the best! However, as soon as Messy meets
his new baby sister, Missy, he realizes that she does not share the same fondness for messes, but instead
loves to be clean! How will he learn to get along with a sister who is so different? Kathy Lee Gifford's
new rhyming picture book teaches children that though being messy is fun, changing bad habits for baby
sisters and brothers is the best thing any sibling can do!

You Will Never Be Forgotten
Everyone forgets things from time to time, but for the big mental lapses, there's Brain Fart! This
hilarious brain-shaped stress ball provides instant relief from the most stubborn mental freezes. Just give
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it a squeeze to play five funny fart sounds. Also included is a 32-page mini book of epic brain farts.

Brain Fart
This out-of-this-world kit for sci-fi lovers is loaded with special effects! It includes: -3-inch diameter
spaceship, equipped with a hinged cockpit dome from which a curious alien peers, and featuring
multiple light and sound effects: By opening the cockpit dome and pressing the alien's head, sound of
spaceship engine plays, followed by eerie pre-abduction music. Six blue lights around the spaceship
flash in rotation. Additionally, two bright LED lights beneath the ship glow, casting a beam of light in
search of a specimen to abduct. When the spaceship is hovered in close proximity to the cow, a
magnetically powered "abduction" occurs which simultaneously prompts new light and sound effects.
Lights beneath the ship flash and music changes to a pulsating sound with intermittent cow mooing.
When cow is abducted and alien head is pressed again, sound of the spaceship flying away plays,
concluding your invasion and shutting off the spaceship. -Miniature cow and faux grass mound
-Transparent display stand to hover spaceship over cow when not invading the countryside -32-page
book, The Cow Abduction Chronicles, featuring full-color illustrations

Lil' Army Soldier
Our emotions, regardless of how much strength we have learned to give to them, can be brought down,
deconstructed and reshaped. We just have to learn how to give our knee-jerk response to emotional
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stimuli less strength - less of a jerk. To do that we must reinvent the way we think and behave. Learn the
no-nonsense style of emotional problem solving, learn to use a process of level-headed decision
-making, become more efficient, flexible and open-minded when addressing emotional problems.

Pusheen Poster Book
What the fuck is my password?What the f*ck is my password?Tired of forgetting your passwords? Keep
your internet logins and password secure with this premium logbook!A simple no frills journal to keep
track of important information for online accounts and websites.* Store hundreds of passwords on Over
100 pages* Alphabetized pages with printed tabs* Great for storing information for usernames,
websites, e-mail, social media accounts, Android login, Apple login, passwords, and more.* Easy-tostore size of 5" X 8"* Clean, premium paper with professionally designed pages* Deluxe matte cover
finish* Ideal for all ages, men and womenRecenlty released by HacksFeed Press:What the fuck is my
password?Password LogbookPassword Tracker LogbookWTF is my password? What the f*ck is my
password.

Pediatric Neuropsychiatry
Level up your stationery game at home or in the office with this handy set of sticky notes, perfect for
fans of the #1 best-selling card game, Exploding Kittens. Now fans of Exploding Kittens have another
way to enjoy their favorite card game -- with sticky notes! Use these fun stick-it notes to jot down quick
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reminders and lists or even use as a makeshift bookmark. This deluxe set includes one list pad, three
notepads, and four flag pads emblazoned with art from The Oatmeal, for a total of 488 stickies. Your todo list just got a lot more exciting -- you're welcome.

Inside the White Cube
"Originally self-published as an ebook in 2011 and subsequently published in hardcover in slightly
different form in the United States by Crown Publishers and as a trade paperback by Broadway Books in
2014"--Title page verso.

Just Breathe
Funny farting activities, coloring, and more!

Mini Twister
Relates the story of a U.S. airman who survived when his bomber crashed into the sea during World
War II, spent forty-seven days adrift in the ocean before being rescued by the Japanese Navy, and was
held as a prisoner until the end of the war.

Plugged in
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Celebrate real-life heroes in the US Army with this early board book introduction to the US military
branches. The Mini Military series focuses on introducing young readers to the various branches of the
US military. Lil' Army Soldier highlights what it's like to be in the US Army, focusing on uniforms,
helmets, and vests, and introducing toddlers to military vehicles, such as the Humvee, helicopter, and
tank. Perfect for military families, those with veterans in their family, or for anyone looking to educate
their youngest readers about our troops, this book and the series is sure to inspire and celebrate our brave
service men and women.

Unbroken
Adult neuropsychiatry is now a well-established field with numerous reputable references. Practitioners
who work with children routinely note how references and practitioners knowledgeable in the equivalent
work in the pediatric world are rare. Child psychiatrists and neurologists frequently work with
individuals struggling with these conditions and would strongly benefit from such a reference that
incorporates medical work-up, psychopharmacological recommendations, family/support
recommendations and theoretical pathophysiology. Pediatricians and developmental pediatricians often
treat children with behavioral and neuropsychiatric sequelae, but are not well-trained in the
neuropsychiatric management of these cases. Neuropsychologists and educational psychologists
working with children and adults with pediatric-onset conditions will also find the text helpful to
contextualize their cases, better-understand the medical evaluation and management and perhaps adjust
recommendations that would supplement their own testing methods. Finally, sub-specialists in adult
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neurology, psychiatry and neuropsychiatry often find themselves working with these children by default
as there are few pediatric subspecialists who are available to accept them into practice. When facing
complex neuropsychiatric illness in children, many clinicians are stymied because they may have “never
seen a case like that”. This text fills the wide gap that currently exists and helps move this field forward.
The approach utilized in adult neuropsychiatry that is both clear and accessible does not yet have an
equivalent in the pediatric realm, but there is tremendous interest in its development. Children and
adolescents with neuropsychiatric conditions are very common and they and their caregivers often
struggle to find professionals well educated in this field. Ultimately, a wide range of clinicians will find
this text to be a very helpful resource for diagnosis and management in the spectrum of pediatric
neuropsychiatric conditions. The case-based approach is also unique with respect to neuropsychiatric
approaches, and the clear cut, reader-friendly approach of such a format would likely be well-received
among physicians looking for a resource on this issue.

Exploding Kittens Sticky Notes
Do you know what the Constitution ACTUALLY says? This witty and highly relevant annotation of our
founding document is the go-to guide to how our government really works (or is supposed to work).
Written by political savant and entertainment veteran, Ben Sheehan, and vetted for accuracy by experts
in the field of constitutional law, OMG WTF Does the Constitution Actually Say? is an entertaining and
accessible guide that explains what the Constitution actually lays out. With clear notes and graphics on
everything from presidential powers to Supreme Court nominations to hidden loopholes, Sheehan walks
us through the entire Constitution from its preamble to its final amendment (with a bonus section on the
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Declaration of Independence). Besides putting the Constitution in modern-day English so that it can be
understood, OMG WTF Does the Constitution Actually Say? gives readers all of the info they need to be
effective voters and citizens in the November elections and beyond.

What the Fuck Is My Password:
Girls Love to Fart is the first book in a new series of children's stories designed to help build self
confidence and body confidence. This book will make you laugh whilst delivering the message that girls
fart, which is normal, natural and nothing to feel ashamed of. It's an amusing rhyme full of bright and
colourful illustrations that both children and adults will enjoy.

The Essentials Vol. 2
When The Unbearable Lightness of Being was first published in English, it was hailed as "a work of the
boldest mastery, originality, and richness" by critic Elizabeth Hardwick and named one of the best books
of 1984 by the New York Times Book Review. It went on to win the Los Angeles Times Book Prize for
Fiction and quickly became an international bestseller. Twenty years later, the novel has established
itself as a modern classic. To commemorate the anniversary of its first English-language publication,
HarperCollins is proud to offer a special hardcover edition. A young woman in love with a man torn
between his love for her and his incorrigible womanizing; one of his mistresses and her humbly faithful
lover -- these are the two couples whose story is told in this masterful novel. Controlled by day, Tereza's
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jealousy awakens by night, transformed into ineffably sad death-dreams, while Tomas, a successful
surgeon, alternates loving devotion to the dependent Tereza with the ardent pursuit of other women.
Sabina, an independent, free-spirited artist, lives her life as a series of betrayals -- of parents, husband,
country, love itself -- whereas her lover, the intellectual Franz, loses all because of his earnest goodness
and fidelity. In a world in which lives are shaped by irrevocable choices and by fortuitous events, a
world in which everything occurs but once, existence seems to lose its substance, its weight. Hence we
feel, says the novelist, "the unbearable lightness of being" -- not only as the consequence of our private
acts but also in the public sphere, and the two inevitably intertwine. This magnificent novel encompasses
the extremes of comedy and tragedy, and embraces, it seems, all aspects of human existence. It
juxtaposes geographically distant places (Prague, Geneva, Paris, Thailand, the United States, a forlorn
Bohemian village); brilliant and playful reflections (on "eternal return," on kitsch, on man and animals -Tomas and Tereza have a beloved doe named Karenin); and a variety of styles (from the farcical to the
elegiac) to take its place as perhaps the major achievement of one of the world's truly great writers.

The Creative Therapy Colouring Book
Have you ever asked your parents a question about an animal only to be told "I don't know" or, even
worse, they make up an answer? Leave it 13 year old Alec the Science Kid to give you the right answers
to everything you ever wanted to know about all the amazing animals on Earth! Find out why dogs eat
poop, why fish float upside down when they die, how vultures find dead animals to eat, and so much
more! This book is packed with 50 of the coolest animal questions out there PLUS over 30 crazy facts
about animals that you never knew! Also, don't forget to go to www.flydoodlescience.com for more
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awesome science stuff!

Funny Fart Fun
An all-at-once charming and delightful book on the world of sushi cats. If you're new to the wonderful
world of sushi cats, we're happy to formally introduce you to these magical creatures. Sushi cats are an
unusual life-form consisting of a cat on top of a portion of sushi rice. But make no mistake, these sushi
cats are not for eating. As the story goes, the history of sushi cats is nothing more than the history of
mankind itself and they have been known to influence humans since the beginning of time. Once Upon a
Sushi Cat takes you on a journey through history describing where sushi cats come from (Sushi Cat
Island, of course), and how they've traveled around the world on their flying plates spreading joy.
Although we've gathered a little information from various researchers and witnesses, their existence is
shrouded in mystery and sightings remain rare. Pause for a moment to look through the gaps of your
busy life, and you may just spot a sushi cat looking back at you.

Lil' Navy Sailor
Y7 Studios co-founders Sarah and Mason Levey bring their practice to readers with We Flow Hard, a
fitness and lifestyle book. Y7 embodies a modern, streamlined approach to the ancient practice of
vinyasa, fusing edgy aspiration with flowing, individualized yoga sequences. As practical as it is
inspirational, We Flow Hard includes sections on the history and benefits of yoga, the art of crafting the
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perfect workout playlist, and tips on incorporating yogic practices and meditation into a contemporary
lifestyle. At the book's core is a series of yoga sequences, from targeted "abs and ass" moves to a Y7
spin on traditional vinyasa, and advice on customizing a yoga practice for your own skills and goals.

Just Feel
A guide to fifty-two examples of must-see cinema, The Essentials Vol. 2 -- based on the Turner Classic
Movies series -- is packed with behind-the-scenes stories, illuminating commentary, moments to watch
for, and hundreds of photos spotlighting films that define what it means to be a classic. Since 2001,
Turner Classic Movies' The Essentials has been the ultimate destination for cinephiles both established
and new, showcasing films that have had a lasting impact on audiences and filmmakers everywhere. In
this second volume based on the series, fifty-two films are profiled with insightful notes on why they're
Essential, a guide to must-see moments, and running commentary from Essentials hosts past and
present: TCM's Ben Mankiewicz and the late Robert Osborne, as well as Rob Reiner, Sydney Pollack,
Molly Haskell, Carrie Fisher, Rose McGowan, Alec Baldwin, Drew Barrymore, Sally Field, William
Friedkin, Ava DuVernay, and Brad Bird. Enjoy one film per week for a year of stellar viewing or
indulge in your own classic movie festival. Spanning the silent era through the late 1980s with such
diverse films as Top Hat, Brief Encounter, Rashomon, Vertigo, and Field of Dreams, it's an
indispensable book for movie lovers to expand their knowledge of cinema and discover -- or revisit -landmark films that impacted Hollywood forever.
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Anguish Of Snails
These essays explicitly confront a particular crisis in postwar art, seeking to examine the assumptions on
which the modern commercial and museum gallery was based.

You Only Rock Once
Jerry Blavat's rockin' life story pulses with celebrity names, infamous episodes and "offers readers an
insider's view into the golden era of rock and roll and pop music and entertainment" raves Publishers
Weekly. The long-awaited autobiography of entertainment icon Jerry Blavat, You Only Rock Once is
the wildly entertaining and unfiltered story of the man whose career began at the age of 13 on the TV
dance show Bandstand and became a music legend. Lifelong friendships with the likes of Sammy Davis
Jr. and Frank Sinatra, a controversial relationship with Philadelphia Mafia boss Angelo Bruno that
resulted in a decade-long FBI investigation, and much more colors this amazing journey from the early
60s through today. Now, some 50 years after his first radio gig, Blavat puts it all in perspective in this
uniquely American tale of a "little cockroach kid" borne out of the immigrant experience who lived the
American Dream.

Unicorn Taxidermy
Have you ever wondered why your cat acts a certain way, has such an attitude, or does strange things?
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Now with the Phrenology Cat kit you can pin-point and label where in your cat's brain their emotions,
likes, dislikes, and quirks are located on this adorable ceramic bust. This kit includes: 3"-tall uniquely
designed and painted ceramic bust 32-page illustrated mini book on phrenology for cats

Once Upon a Sushi Cat
For kids ages 8 to 12, this is an accessible and fun meditation and mindfulness how-to book filled with
full-color illustrations, written by Mallika Chopra and with a foreword by Deepak Chopra. Just Breathe
is a fun and accessible, fully illustrated go-to meditation guide written by none other than Mallika
Chopra, wellness expert and the daughter of Deepak Chopra. For kids ages 8 to 12, this book is full of
specific exercises to help deal with day-to-day challenges and tips to lead a healthier, happier, and more
connected life. The book includes practical advice on breathing techniques and guided meditations for a
number of topics and scenarios, including: Dealing with stress Getting to sleep Building self-confidence
Focusing on school/tests/other work Ridding oneself of anxiety Beginners will learn the basics of
meditation and how to get started, and those more experienced will learn how to improve their practice.
This book will also teach kids how to prepare their own meditation spaces. Just Breathe is the go-to
book for kids who want to learn more about mindfulness and meditation.

UFO Cow Abduction
2016 Kindle Scout Winner! Macey's first day in the college employee relations department ends with a
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knife at her throat. Macey is certain things can't get any worse. She's wrong. An angry employee vows to
put her on an online hit list. When he turns up dead, she's a suspect-and on the hit list. To keep her
secrets and her life, Macey partners with two unexpected allies who cause her pulse to race with steamy
attraction-and exasperating annoyance. Vince, a handsome, driven lawman, digs up more than just clues
to the brutal murder. Brett, a fun-loving pathologist with a deadly sense of humor, drives everyone crazy
with his fart machine-will travel. Macey's supersized black cat Wikket, possessing courage, curiosity,
and crankiness in equal portions, assists in his own grumpy, feline fashion, golden eyes open and claws
extended.

OMG WTF Does the Constitution Actually Say?
Are you cursed with two left feet? Consider this kit your revelation. Set your feet a-tapping with a
collection of original dance moves inspired by Jesus and the likes of Moses and John the Baptist. This
slyly irreverent kit includes a 3" dancing Jesus figurine on a suction cup base that you can attach to your
dashboard, your desk, or virtually anywhere that you could use some peace and tranquility- or to just
bring a much-needed smile to your face. The illustrated mini book includes 12 dance moves outlined
with how-to instructions, along with the inspiration for each dance derived from Jesus's life and
teachings. Kit also includes an illustrated conga line backdrop to display with your figurine.

Take the Body and Run
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Upgrade your office or home with posters of the adorable, lovable, naughty Pusheen the cat! This deluxe
book features 12 unique 8" x 10" removable poster designs featuring multi-panel comics such as: 6
Reasons to be Thankful for Your Cat 6 Reasons You Should Consider Being a Cat Pusheen's Guide to
Being Lazy Understanding Your Cat's Emotions Cookies: A How To Places That Cats Belong And
more! Perfect for framing or washi-taping to your walls, these posters offer Pusheen fans yet another
way to display their love for the chubby tabby cat.

Phrenology Cat
The Assassination of JFK, 9/11, the Da Vinci Code, The Death of Diana, Men in Black, Pearl Harbor,
The Illuminati, Protocols of Zion,Hess, The Bilderberg Group, New World Order, ElvisFluoridization,
Martin Luther King's murder, Opus Dei, The Gemstone Files, John Paul I, Dead Sea Scrolls, Lockerbie
bombing, Black helicopters In other words everything 'they' never wanted you to know and were afraid
you might ask! Jon E. Lewis explores the 100 most terrifying cover-ups of all time, from the invention
of Jesus' divinity (pace the Da Vinci Code) to Bush's and Blair's real agenda in invading Iraq.
Entertainingly written and closely documented, the book provides each cover-up with a plausibility
rating. Uncover why the Titanic sank, ponder the sinister Vatican/Mafia network that plotted the
assassination of liberal John Paul, find out why NASA 'lost' its files on Mars, read why no-one enters
Area 51, and consider why medical supplies were already on site at Edgware Road before the 7/7 bombs
detonated. Just because you are paranoid, it doesn't mean that they aren't out to conspire against you.
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Girls Love to Fart
Unleash your creative spirit with this sophisticated anti-stress colouring, doodling and drawing book.
The flowing lines, sweeping swirls and highly-detailed patterns on every illustration have been created
so that anyone and everyone can enjoy making something beautiful and calming. Increasing focus
through creativity can benefit those who find it difficult to unwind or struggle to find their inner artist
when faced with a blank page. There are no instructions, no rights or wrongs, and no need for expensive
art supplies - readers can simply doodle and colour in any way they wish to create unique and exquisite
pieces.

Do Birds Fart?
An iconic brand for more than 50 years, TWISTER is a classic game loved by fans of all ages. This
officially-licensed kit offers a new mini twist on the game that ties you up in knots--now you can play
with your fingers! Perfectly portable, this nostalgic kit can be played anywhere and includes a mini
Twister mat, spinner, mini tube socks for your fingers, and a mini book with history, trivia, and the rules
of MINI TWISTER.

Go Suck a Lemon
In this provocative, bitingly funny debut collection, people attempt to use technology to escape their
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uncontrollable feelings of grief or rage or despair, only to reveal their most flawed and human selves An
architect draws questionable inspiration from her daughter’s birth defect. A content moderator for “the
world’s biggest search engine,” who spends her days culling videos of beheadings and suicides, turns
from stalking her rapist online to following him in real life. At a camp for recovering internet trolls, a
sensitive misfit goes missing. A wounded mother raises the second incarnation of her child. In You Will
Never Be Forgotten, Mary South explores how technology can both collapse our relationships from
within and provide opportunities for genuine connection. Formally inventive, darkly absurdist, savagely
critical of the increasingly fraught cultural climates we inhabit, these ten stories also find hope in
fleeting interactions and moments of tenderness. They reveal our grotesque selfishness and our intense
need for love and acceptance, and the psychic pain that either shuts us off or allows us to discover our
deepest reaches of empathy. This incendiary debut marks the arrival of a perceptive, idiosyncratic,
instantly recognizable voice in fiction—one that could only belong to Mary South.

Dancing with Jesus: Bobbling Figurine
From the line of succession to the Queen's corgis, this charming book is a perfect primer on the
fascinating world of British royalty. Full of fun facts and surprising stories to delight longtime
enthusiasts and new fans alike, This Is a Book for People Who Love the Royals digs into all of the
aspects of everyone's favorite monarchy. Uncover the history of British royalty and answers to common
questions -- like how royal titles work, who is in the line of succession, and why the guards at
Buckingham Palace never smile -- as well as deep dives into fashion, jewelry, and other palace perks.
Profiles of popular family members, including Her Majesty Queen Elizabeth II, Princess Diana, Prince
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William and Kate Middleton, and more, add personality to this irresistible celebration of the crown.

The Legend of Messy M'Cheany
The classic guide to America's greatest hamburger eateries returns in a completely updated third
edition--featuring 200 establishments where you can find the perfect regional burger and reclaim a
precious slice of Americana. America's foremost hamburger expert George Motz has been back on the
road to completely update and expand his classic book, spotlighting the nation's best roadside stands,
nostalgic diners, mom-n-pop shops, and college town favorites--capturing their rich histories and one-ofa-kind taste experiences. Whether you're an armchair traveler, a serious connoisseur, or a curious
adventurer, Hamburger America will inspire you to get on the road and get back to food that's even more
American than apple pie. "A wonderful book. When you travel across the United States, take this guide
along with you." -- Martha Stewart "A fine overview of the best practitioners of the burger sciences." -Anthony Bourdain "Just looking at this book makes me hungry, and reading George's stories will take
you on the ultimate American road trip."-- Michael Bloomberg "George Motz is the Indiana Jones of
hamburger archeology."--David Page, creator of Diners, Drive-ins, and Dives

The Joker Talking Bust and Illustrated Book
Cover -- Half-title -- Title -- Copyright -- Dedication -- Contents -- Preface -- 1 Youth and Media -- 2
Then and Now -- 3 Themes and Theoretical Perspectives -- 4 Infants, Toddlers, and Preschoolers -- 5
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Children -- 6 Adolescents -- 7 Media and Violence -- 8 Media and Emotions -- 9 Advertising and
Commercialism -- 10 Media and Sex -- 11 Media and Education -- 12 Digital Games -- 13 Social Media
-- 14 Media and Parenting -- 15 The End -- Notes -- Acknowledgments -- Index -- A -- B -- C -- D -- E
-- F -- G -- H -- I -- J -- K -- L -- M -- N -- O -- P -- Q -- R -- S -- T -- U -- V -- W -- X -- Y -- Z

Solar System
Celebrate real-life heroes in the US Navy with this early board book introduction to the US military
branches. The Mini Military series focuses on introducing young readers to the various branches of the
US military. Lil' Navy Sailor highlights what it's like to be part of this special force, focusing on
uniforms, radar tracking devices, and other special items, and introducing toddlers to military vehicles.
Perfect for military families, those with veterans in their family, or for anyone looking to educate their
youngest readers about our troops, this book and the series is sure to inspire and celebrate our brave
service men and women.

This Is a Book for People Who Love the Royals
After a career working and living with American Indians and studying their traditions, Barre Toelken
has written this sweeping study of Native American folklore in the West. Within a framework of
performance theory, cultural worldview, and collaborative research, he examines Native American
visual arts, dance, oral tradition (story and song), humor, and patterns of thinking and discovery to
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demonstrate what can be gleaned from Indian traditions by Natives and non-Natives alike. In the process
he considers popular distortions of Indian beliefs, demystifies many traditions by showing how they can
be comprehended within their cultural contexts, considers why some aspects of Native American life are
not meant to be understood by or shared with outsiders, and emphasizes how much can be learned
through sensitivity to and awareness of cultural values. Winner of the 2004 Chicago Folklore Prize, The
Anguish of Snails is an essential work for the collection of any serious reader in folklore or Native
American studies.

Hamburger America
Considered by many to be mentally retarded, a brilliant, impatient fifth-grader with cerebral palsy
discovers a technological device that will allow her to speak for the first time.

Out of My Mind
A unicorn to remind you how fabulous you are! Embrace your inner unicorn with this quirky mini kit
featuring a 3" mounted unicorn head that says "Fabulous!" when you squeeze it. Kit also includes a
32-page illustrated book of "uni"-spiration. Let your sparkle shine!
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